
A global study, launched by the Global Infrastructure Hub (GI Hub) and EDHEC Infrastructure 
Institute, reveals investor preferences and trends in infrastructure markets.

Now in its second year, the Annual Global Infrastructure Investor survey is the largest of its kind. This factsheet outlines 
key insights from our updated study to help infrastructure leaders better understand how markets are changing.  
This information can help policy makers and investors to meet future infrastructure investment needs.

AnnuAl GlobAl InfrAstruCturE InvEstor survEy:  

Insights into infrastructure markets
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Infrastructure plans are well known, but not all are effective

What investors say about infrastructure
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The survey found that  
85% of respondents have 
heard of infrastructure plans 
from OECD markets.

And over 50% have heard 
of infrastructure plans from 
Emerging Markets.

There is also a difference between infrastructure plans which are most effective.

rEsponDEnt’s vIEWs on tHE IMpACt of InfrAstruCturE plAns
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saudi arabia national transformation Program 

south africa national Infrastructure Plan 

usa trump’s Infrastructure Plan

India twelfth five-year Plan

Juncker/eu Infrastructure Investment Plan

uK national Infrastructure Delivery Plan

Indonesia national Medium-term Development Plan

Positive impact No change Creates more risk

chile agenda De concesiones

brazil Projeto crescer

Investing in canada Plan

china 13th five-year Plan

australian Infrastructure Plan

Infrastructure plans are generally well known  
by investors. We asked respondents: 

•  whether they are aware of 12 infrastructure plans 
around the world (familiarity) 

•  whether they had an impact on investment 
opportunities (effective).



6.3% 
premium

the need for more asset-level benchmark data

significant return on equity premium for emerging markets and riskier business models

project preparation facilities add value
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bEnEfIts:

• Provision of risk-mitigation

• Fill gaps in project preparation capability

There is a strong reported need for asset-level operational and financial performance benchmarks:

believe asset-level 
operational and financial 
performance benchmarks 
would be valuable

believe lack of asset-level 
operational data limits 
new investment

46%84%

The type of operational and financial performance data required, by order of importance, are:

On average, there is a 6.3% premium for emerging markets

MInIMuM rEquIrED rEturn 
on EquIty

Emerging 

rIskIEr busInEss MoDEls ADDs A 2% prEMIuM 
for All MArkEts

Minimum required return on equity

oECD 10.6%

16.9%

These respondents said the following about working with project preparation facilities:

38% of respondents have worked with a project preparation facility.

opErAtIonAl DAtA rEquIrED fInAnCIAl prEfErEnCE DAtA rEquIrED

Contracted 
revenue

13.2%

Regulated 
revenue

15.1%

Market-based 
revenue

15.2%

ArEAs for IMprovEMEnt:

• Tailor assistance to local context

• Ability of MDB to influence central government

23% Demand 
data

20% Material 
events

19% Productive 
efficiency

16% operating 
efficiency

4% other

19% construction and operating costs

29% time-weighted 
returns

20% sharpe ratio
17% Money-weighted 

returns

13% value-at-risk

10% Max. Drawdown
5% factor attribution

5% sortino ratio
4% other



Context of research
Investor interest in infrastructure continues to increase. However there remains significant gaps  
in infrastructure provision in many countries. GI Hub’s research found that from now to 2040, there  
is a global $94 trillion need in infrastructure investment and a forecast 16% investment gap.

Governments and the private sector have important  
roles in addressing those gaps.

Last year, we surveyed investors to understand what they 
want from infrastructure. While we continue that theme 
this year, we also sought to understand the effectiveness 
of infrastructure plans, and the data gaps that are 
constraining investment.

GI Hub’s aim was to work with EDHEC Infrastructure 
Institute-Singapore to provide robust, comprehensive and 
detailed data for reform, which will lead to a greater pipeline 
of bankable infrastructure projects. Understanding investor 
expectations is an important step to identify what needs  
to change to develop a more mature asset class.

About Global Infrastructure Hub

Launched by the G20 in 2014, the GI Hub has a mandate to grow the global pipeline of quality, bankable infrastructure 
projects. By facilitating knowledge sharing, highlighting reform opportunities and connecting the public and private sectors, 
our ambitious goal is to increase the flow and quality of private and public infrastructure investment opportunities.  
All countries, regardless of whether or not they are members of the G20, are able to work with the GI Hub.

About EDHEC Infrastructure Institute – singapore (EDHECinfra)
EDHECinfra was launched on 24 February 2016 by the EDHEC Business School to address the profound knowledge gap 
faced by infrastructure investors, by collecting and standardising private investment and cash flow data and running 
state-of-the-art asset pricing and risk models to create the performance benchmarks that are needed for asset allocation, 
prudential regulation and the design of new infrastructure investment solutions. 

Please visit the website at: edhec.infrastructure.institute
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Office Address 
Level 23, 68 Pitt St 
Sydney NSW 2000

Postal Address 
PO Box R1947, Royal Exchange 
Sydney NSW 1225 Australia

Tel +61 2 8315 5300 
Email contact@gihub.org 
www.gihub.org

Who responded?

51% eMea

26% americas

23% asiaPac

•  186 infrastructure leaders took part in the survey.  
This is one of the largest of such surveys, involving  
C-level executives, investment directors and senior 
advisers in the infrastructure sector.

•  Survey respondents are from all over the world:

•   Survey respondents represented usD7 trillion  
in assets under management.

–   This accounts for approximately 10% of global 
assets under management.

•   A broad range of institutions are represented, 
including defined benefit and contribution pension 
funds, insurance companies, sovereign wealth funds, 
endowments and others.

edhec.infrastructure.institute
www.gihub.org

